1. Introduction {#sec1-ijerph-17-04421}
===============

Nonmedical use of prescription stimulants (NMUPS) is prevalent among college students and has been well documented in the literature \[[@B1-ijerph-17-04421],[@B2-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Evidence shows that approximately 10.8% of college students have used prescription stimulants such as Adderall, a drug that is often prescribed to treat attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), for non-medical reasons \[[@B2-ijerph-17-04421],[@B3-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Extensive research has observed the detrimental role of NMUPS in damaging college students' academic performance \[[@B4-ijerph-17-04421]\] and more alarmingly, students' short-term and long-term health \[[@B5-ijerph-17-04421],[@B6-ijerph-17-04421],[@B7-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Despite control and regulation, college students' NMUPS activities have been on the rise \[[@B8-ijerph-17-04421],[@B9-ijerph-17-04421],[@B10-ijerph-17-04421]\].

In the context of this study, NMUPS could be understood as college students' use of prescription drugs without a prescription or in ways that are not consistent with the doctor's instructions (e.g., extremely high doses) \[[@B11-ijerph-17-04421]\]. To address college students' rising engagement in NMUPS activities, many universities and college campuses have been working to address this issue, using methods such as on-campus health campaigns. For instance, Valdosta State University used the 2010 National Red Ribbon campaign with the theme "I am Drug Free. Lock Your Meds", aiming to reduce, if not eliminate, students' NMUPS activities \[[@B12-ijerph-17-04421]\]. However, while useful insights are available, little to no theoretical evidence can be gained from these interventions regarding (1) how these campaigns are designed and (2) how college students evaluate these campaigns. As limited empirical findings can be obtained from existing campaigns to guide future intervention design, research is needed to bridge this gap in the literature.

2. Background {#sec2-ijerph-17-04421}
=============

2.1. The Importance of Theory-Guided Health Communication Campaigns {#sec2dot1-ijerph-17-04421}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Health communication campaigns are effective in changing individuals' health-related beliefs and behavior \[[@B13-ijerph-17-04421],[@B14-ijerph-17-04421],[@B15-ijerph-17-04421],[@B16-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Findings from a meta-analysis of health campaign studies from 1966 to 2012 indicate that health campaigns can increase knowledge and encourage positive behavioral changes in the target audience \[[@B14-ijerph-17-04421]\]. To further improve health campaign outcomes, scholars suggested that campaign interventions should incorporate theory into health campaign design and development, as theoretical frameworks could add structure to research and have the potential to boost campaign outcomes \[[@B17-ijerph-17-04421],[@B18-ijerph-17-04421],[@B19-ijerph-17-04421],[@B20-ijerph-17-04421],[@B21-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Adopting theoretical frameworks in research design can also improve interventions' comparability and replicability, which have the potential to pave the way for subsequent systematic review studies, and in turn, contribute to insights into what is missing in the current literature and what is needed to further the research field \[[@B22-ijerph-17-04421],[@B23-ijerph-17-04421],[@B24-ijerph-17-04421]\].

Theory can be understood as ''a body of logistically interconnected propositions which provides an interpretative basis for understanding phenomena'' \[[@B25-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Extensive research suggests that theory-guided health campaign interventions are effective in changing college students' risky health practices, such as smoking \[[@B26-ijerph-17-04421]\], alcohol abuse \[[@B27-ijerph-17-04421]\], unsafe sexual behavior \[[@B28-ijerph-17-04421]\], and lack of physical activity \[[@B29-ijerph-17-04421]\]. While a consensus has been reached regarding the importance of theory in health campaign research \[[@B20-ijerph-17-04421],[@B21-ijerph-17-04421]\], there is a lack of empirical studies on theory-guided health campaigns conducted in the context of NMUPS \[[@B30-ijerph-17-04421],[@B31-ijerph-17-04421],[@B32-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In other words, limited understanding is available on how college students evaluate theory-guided anti-NMUPS campaigns that are tailored to their characteristics and preferences. Considering that different health topics and campaign strategies often result in varying intervention outcomes \[[@B33-ijerph-17-04421],[@B34-ijerph-17-04421],[@B35-ijerph-17-04421]\], insights into college students' evaluation of theory-guided and tailored campaign interventions conducted specifically in the NMUPS context are needed.

2.2. "Justified Use" of NMUPS in College Students {#sec2dot2-ijerph-17-04421}
-------------------------------------------------

Research suggests that college students lack adequate and accurate knowledge regarding risks associated with NMUPS \[[@B4-ijerph-17-04421],[@B36-ijerph-17-04421]\]. More alarmingly, evidence shows that college students often underestimate the risks and overestimate the potential "benefits" of adopting NMUPS \[[@B36-ijerph-17-04421],[@B37-ijerph-17-04421],[@B38-ijerph-17-04421]\]. One potential contributing factor to this worrying on-campus NMUPS climate is how prescription stimulants are perceived by college students. Rather than deemed as dangerous and detrimental, prescription stimulants are widely exalted as "study drugs," "a study tool," or "smart pills" among college students \[[@B39-ijerph-17-04421],[@B40-ijerph-17-04421],[@B41-ijerph-17-04421]\]. For instance, Teter and colleagues found that 59.8% of college students who participate in NMUPS have done so because they believe prescription stimulants could "help \[them\] study" \[[@B42-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In the same vein, Desantis and Hane concluded that college students hold a favorable attitude towards NMUPS, to the extent that they believe prescription stimulants are "not a drug," "all good," and are morally acceptable to be used as a "study tool" \[[@B43-ijerph-17-04421]\].

Findings from a meta-analysis further reveal that the main reasons for college students' participation in NMUPS are (1) to improve sports or academia-related performance, (2) to control sleep cycle and reduce anxiety levels, and (3) to assist with managing current health conditions \[[@B44-ijerph-17-04421]\]. That is, overall, only a small portion of college students' NMUPS activities are associated with recreational purposes (e.g., use in parties to get high) \[[@B4-ijerph-17-04421],[@B44-ijerph-17-04421],[@B45-ijerph-17-04421]\]. These findings are very alarming, as college students' "justified use" of NMUPS may further fuel their participation in NMUPS and in turn, harm their long-term academic performance and wellbeing \[[@B46-ijerph-17-04421],[@B47-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Thus, to address these issues, on-campus anti-NMUPS campaign interventions are needed to change students' attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS. One way to alleviate persistent and prevalent on-campus health crises such as NMUPS, as research indicates, is via integrating tailored persuasive techniques, such as campaign strategies developed based on social norms and students' characteristics, into campaign design and development \[[@B48-ijerph-17-04421],[@B49-ijerph-17-04421]\].

2.3. Social Norms and NMUPS {#sec2dot3-ijerph-17-04421}
---------------------------

One well-accepted function of health campaigns is their ability to induce positive attitudinal and behavioral changes in individuals by changing the overall social norms surrounding the health practice \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B50-ijerph-17-04421],[@B51-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Social norms could be understood as "shared expectations of culturally appropriate and desirable behavior" \[[@B52-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Due to the close-knit structure of college environments, social norms have a pronounced influence on students' participation in NMUPS \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B53-ijerph-17-04421],[@B54-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In general, social norms impact college students' attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS in two ways: (1) shaping the macro sociocultural environment in which college students are immersed in (e.g., the permissive college culture on NMUPS) \[[@B55-ijerph-17-04421],[@B56-ijerph-17-04421],[@B57-ijerph-17-04421]\] and (2) influencing the micro social networks which college students are closely surrounded by (e.g., friends and family's enabling attitude towards NMUPS) \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B54-ijerph-17-04421],[@B58-ijerph-17-04421],[@B59-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In terms of macro-level influence, evidence suggests that on-campus social norms play an important role in shaping college students' NMUPS-related attitudes and behavior \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B60-ijerph-17-04421],[@B61-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Research finds that compared to their same-age peers, full-time college students are more likely to participate in NMUPS activities \[[@B60-ijerph-17-04421],[@B62-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Findings also suggest that young adults are more likely to participate in NMUPS during their time in college than their away-from-college years \[[@B60-ijerph-17-04421]\].

On a micro level, social norms shared by intimate social ties also influence college students' attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS \[[@B4-ijerph-17-04421],[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B61-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Evidence shows that college students' perceptions and behavior towards NMUPS are often associated with how their intimate social contacts perceive and interact with NMUPS \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Findings suggest that more than 60% of college students surveyed obtained their prescription stimulants from their friends and peers \[[@B63-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Accumulated insights suggest that intimate social ties' influence on college students' beliefs and behavior towards NMUPS is multifaceted: college students who participate in NMUPS often (1) believe their social ties approve their NMUPS behavior \[[@B46-ijerph-17-04421],[@B54-ijerph-17-04421]\], (2) have social contacts who also engage in NMUPS behavior \[[@B64-ijerph-17-04421]\], and (3) obtain their prescription stimulants from these social connections \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B65-ijerph-17-04421],[@B66-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Social norms shaped by the intangible college culture and tangible social ties could further explain why progress that aims to address college students' participation in NMUPS is difficult to solidify. One way to better understand the role of social norms in shaping college students' participation in NMUPS as well as their potential response to anti-NMUPS campaigns is structured understanding guided by frameworks such as the Health Belief Model (HBM) and the Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB).

2.4. The HBM and the TPB Theoretical Principles {#sec2dot4-ijerph-17-04421}
-----------------------------------------------

The HBM framework is one of the most utilized theoretical models in the field of health communication, which offers critical insights that could help explain and predict health behavior in various research contexts \[[@B67-ijerph-17-04421],[@B68-ijerph-17-04421],[@B69-ijerph-17-04421],[@B70-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In health promotion or disease prevention research, the HBM has been widely adopted in guiding studies that aim to increase people's knowledge and change their health-related attitudes and behavior \[[@B71-ijerph-17-04421],[@B72-ijerph-17-04421],[@B73-ijerph-17-04421],[@B74-ijerph-17-04421]\]. The underlying logic of the HBM is that people are conscious individuals who would partake in goal-oriented health behavior upon receiving message cues that are relevant to them \[[@B70-ijerph-17-04421],[@B75-ijerph-17-04421],[@B76-ijerph-17-04421]\]. That is, the HBM proposes that people will take health actions if (1) they believe an adverse outcome could be avoided or a positive one could be achieved, (2) they believe by taking a recommended action, their behavior could generate positive outcomes, and (3) they believe they can successfully carry out a recommended health action \[[@B68-ijerph-17-04421],[@B69-ijerph-17-04421],[@B70-ijerph-17-04421],[@B75-ijerph-17-04421],[@B77-ijerph-17-04421]\].

Similar to the HBM, the TPB framework is also a value-expectancy theory. In other words, TPB is also founded on the premise that individuals' beliefs and attitudes guide their behavioral changes \[[@B78-ijerph-17-04421],[@B79-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Specifically, the TPB posits that people's (1) attitudes and perceptions about a behavior, (2) beliefs related to their significant others' acceptance of the behavior, and (3) perceptions about their ability to carry out the behavior shape their behavioral intention and in turn, their actual adoption of the behavior \[[@B78-ijerph-17-04421],[@B79-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Overall, the TPB framework has been widely adopted by researchers in the field of health communication, such as studies conducted in the context of NMUPS \[[@B46-ijerph-17-04421],[@B47-ijerph-17-04421],[@B80-ijerph-17-04421]\]. For instance, using the TPB model as the guiding framework, researchers found that college students' attitudes and subjective norms are significant predictors of their intention to change their NMUPS behavior.

In sum, both the HBM and the TPB frameworks propose that (1) individuals' beliefs and attitudes could lead to their behavioral changes and (2) social norms play an important role in shaping people's attitudes and behavior towards health practices \[[@B70-ijerph-17-04421],[@B77-ijerph-17-04421],[@B78-ijerph-17-04421],[@B79-ijerph-17-04421]\]. By adopting the HBM and the TPB frameworks in guiding the design and development of campaign interventions, the purpose of this study is to investigate the following research question:How would college students evaluate tailored anti-NMUPS campaign interventions developed under the theoretical guidance of the HBM and the TPB frameworks?

We believe important understandings could be gained by answering the research question raised above, as there is an urgent need to fill the existing research gap and identify approaches that could effectively address and alleviate students' engagement in NMUPS activities \[[@B81-ijerph-17-04421],[@B82-ijerph-17-04421],[@B83-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In addition, there is also a need to develop theory-guided interventions that can be replicated and applied in other health contexts to further strengthen the campaign intervention literature \[[@B84-ijerph-17-04421],[@B85-ijerph-17-04421],[@B86-ijerph-17-04421],[@B87-ijerph-17-04421],[@B88-ijerph-17-04421],[@B89-ijerph-17-04421]\].

3. Methods {#sec3-ijerph-17-04421}
==========

3.1. Participants and Procedure {#sec3dot1-ijerph-17-04421}
-------------------------------

A total of 528 students participated in this study; 445 of them provided usable responses. To ensure research rigor, an estimate of the margin of error to reach a 95% confidence level was calculated by 1/√N, where N equals the number of participants in a study. In this study, a fraction of 1/√445 returned an estimated margin of error of 0.05 (i.e., only a 5% chance of the sample results will be different from the true population), which is a widely adopted and recommended margin estimate \[[@B90-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Participants were recruited via a large participant pool consisting of students studying at The University of Texas at Austin (74% female; Mean age = 20, 18 to 35 years old). The majority of the participants were sophomore or older, and 61% of the participants were white. Participants received course credit for completing the survey. Alternative extra credit options were also offered to the participants. Study approval was obtained from the University's Institutional Review Board (IRB number: 2012-10-0164). Students were asked to give their consent prior to their participation in the study by clicking "Agree" to the IRB information presented in the survey (This study was granted an exemption from obtaining a written consent form). After viewing the anti-NMUPS advertising campaigns, respondents were asked to participate in a survey that gauged their behavioral beliefs, emotions, normative beliefs, perceived realism, and control beliefs related to NMUPS. This online survey took approximately 15--25 min to complete.

3.2. Campaign Development {#sec3dot2-ijerph-17-04421}
-------------------------

In terms of creating tailored NMUPS campaigns, our study mainly focused on addressing the most problematic characteristics of college students' NMUPS activities identified in the literature: (1) not understanding the long-term consequences of NMUPS participation, (2) lack of a clear picture of the severity of these prescription stimulants, and (3) being influenced by the negative social norms surrounding the practice of NMUPS \[[@B9-ijerph-17-04421],[@B14-ijerph-17-04421],[@B38-ijerph-17-04421],[@B60-ijerph-17-04421],[@B61-ijerph-17-04421],[@B91-ijerph-17-04421]\]. The first two approaches, long-term consequences (i.e., the "Working Out" (Advertisement or Ad No. 1) and the "Brushing Your Teeth" ads (Ad No. 2) and severe negative outcomes (i.e., the "Less Sex" (Ad No. 3) and the "Paranoia" ads (Ad No. 4)) are primarily guided by the HBM framework \[[@B70-ijerph-17-04421],[@B92-ijerph-17-04421]\]. For the third approach, which is guided by the TPB principles \[[@B78-ijerph-17-04421],[@B79-ijerph-17-04421]\], we developed the "Study Natural-Library" (Ad No. 5) and the "Study Natural-Outdoors" ads (Ad No. 6) (see [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-04421-f001){ref-type="fig"}).

The "Working Out" ad (Ad No. 1) and the "Brushing Your Teeth" ad (Ad No. 2) (see [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-04421-f001){ref-type="fig"}) illustrate the flawed logic of choosing short-term benefits of abusing prescription stimulants over their long-term damages on personal health and quality of life. For example, the "Brushing Your Teeth" ad (Ad No. 2) relates NMUPS to a common logic flaw: just like brushing your teeth for eight hours before going to the dentist will not help prevent cavities, participate in NMUPS for short-term academic gains is unrealistic as well. To further heighten the persuasive powers of the ads, each ad's headline was followed by an explanatory text: "And using Study Drugs (like Ritalin and Adderall) won't make you smarter. In fact, long-term use can result in drug tolerance, changes in how you learn, and can negatively impact your grades," and a succinct call to action: "Do yourself a favor and study natural."

The "Less Sex" (Ad No. 3) and the "Paranoia" ads (Ad No. 4) (see [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-04421-f001){ref-type="fig"}) aim to persuade students to realize NMUPS's negative impacts on their health and quality of life. These ads focus on two common side-effects of the medications: sexual dysfunction and paranoia. Each of these ads contains a large simple, yet impactful headline (e.g., Less Sex) paired with an explanatory text to enhance the argument: "Study Drugs (like Ritalin & Adderall) are habit-forming and can have serious side effects like paranoia, not to mention sexual dysfunction, increased blood pressure, increased heart rate, and nervousness."

Based on the TPB principles, we developed the "Studying Natural-Library" (Ad No. 5) and the "Studying Natural-Outdoors" (Ad No. 6) ads (see [Figure 1](#ijerph-17-04421-f001){ref-type="fig"}), aiming to provide the audience with evidence on why they should avoid using prescription stimulants and persuasive cues that inform them of the ease of efforts it takes for them to not participate in NMUPS. These two ads focus on social norms by highlighting the fact most university students choose not to participate in NMUPS. Each message contains a tailored statement based on evidence on college students' susceptibility to on-campus social norms, "A majority of UT (The University of Texas at Austin) students don't misuse prescription medications like Adderall or Ritalin to help them study" to underscore the positive social norms that most college students adhere to regarding NMUPS, aiming to customize the campaign messages to challenge and change students' established NMUPS perceptions. These ads then list key side effects associated with NMUPS to strengthen the argument, followed by a call to action to further increase interventions' persuasive powers. It is worth noting that each of the six ads contains the logo of the university, which have the potential to elevate these interventions with added trustworthiness and acceptability \[[@B93-ijerph-17-04421],[@B94-ijerph-17-04421]\].

3.3. Study Measures {#sec3dot3-ijerph-17-04421}
-------------------

### 3.3.1. Demographic variables {#sec3dot3dot1-ijerph-17-04421}

Respondents were asked to provide information about their gender, age, ethnicity, and school classification ([Table 1](#ijerph-17-04421-t001){ref-type="table"}).

### 3.3.2. Dependent Variables {#sec3dot3dot2-ijerph-17-04421}

Perceived effectiveness was measured using six items. Participants were asked to indicate their agreement with the statements by choosing one of the four available scales (1 = "definitely no" to 4 = "definitely yes") adopted from Fishbein and Associates \[[@B95-ijerph-17-04421],[@B96-ijerph-17-04421]\]. An example item was, "Was the message convincing?" ($\alpha~$= 0.93).

-   Perceived realism was measured using two items (1 = "definitely no" to 4 = "definitely yes"): "Was the message believable?" and "was the message honest" ($\alpha~$= 0.76) \[[@B95-ijerph-17-04421],[@B96-ijerph-17-04421]\].

-   Negative emotional response was measured using four items (1 = "Not at all" to 4 = "very much"): "sad," "angry," "afraid," and "disgusted" ($\alpha~$= 0.79) \[[@B95-ijerph-17-04421],[@B96-ijerph-17-04421]\].

-   Positive emotional response was measured using two items = "Not at all" to 4 = "very much"): "happy," and "excited," ($\alpha~$= 0.88) \[[@B95-ijerph-17-04421],[@B96-ijerph-17-04421]\].

### 3.3.3. Statistical Analysis {#sec3dot3dot3-ijerph-17-04421}

We conducted a series of independent-sample *t* tests to evaluate differences in students' perceived effectiveness, perceived realism, negative emotional response, and positive emotional response. This method was adequate to answer our research questions because *t* tests are considered a rigorous evaluation method for the comparison of means between two independent groups \[[@B97-ijerph-17-04421],[@B98-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Independent sample *t* tests were particularly suitable to this study because they are considered the most general test to determine the significant differences between two independent samples \[[@B99-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Another reason for choosing independent-sample *t* tests for this study is that *t* tests have been widely used in campaign studies as the preferred analytical vehicle across health contexts \[[@B100-ijerph-17-04421],[@B101-ijerph-17-04421],[@B102-ijerph-17-04421],[@B103-ijerph-17-04421],[@B104-ijerph-17-04421]\]. Thus, we deployed SPSS (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, U.A) to run the series of independent-sample *t* tests to answer our research question.

4. Results {#sec4-ijerph-17-04421}
==========

A series of independent-sample *t* tests were conducted to answer the research question: How well do college students perceive theory-guided and tailored campaign interventions as effective, positive, and realistic? Overall, students responded positively to the interventions (see [Table 2](#ijerph-17-04421-t002){ref-type="table"}). Interestingly, gender differences were found in students' evaluation of the campaigns. A significant gender difference was found on the perceived effectiveness of the "Working Out" ad (Ad No. 1) (*t*(424) = −2.21, *p* \< 0.05), the "Paranoia" ad (Ad No. 4) (*t*(424) = −2.94, *p* \< 0.01), the "Study Natural-Library" ad (Ad No. 5) (*t*(426) = −3.07, *p* \< 0.01), and the "Study Natural-Outdoors" ad (Ad No. 6) (*t*(428) = −2.66, *p* \< 0.01). A significant difference was also found in perceived realism by gender for the same four ads above: the "Working Out" ad (Ad No. 1) (*t*(430) = −2.06, *p* \< 0.05), the "Paranoia" (Ad No. 4) ad (*t*(431) = −2.32, *p* \< 0.05), the "Study Natural-Library" ad (Ad No. 5) (*t*(428) = −3.04, *p* \< 0.01), and the "Study Natural-Outdoors" ad (*t*(429) = −2.54, *p* \< 0.05). While no significant difference by gender was found regarding negative emotions, significant differences were found for positive emotions between male and female students' evaluation of the "Study Natural-Library" ad (Ad No. 5) (*t*(430) = −2.41, *p* \< 0.05).

5. Discussion {#sec5-ijerph-17-04421}
=============

In this study, we aimed to investigate college students' evaluation of theory-guided and tailored health campaign interventions in the NMUPS context. Specifically, we investigated whether college students would consider anti-NMUPS health campaigns developed under the theoretical guidance of the HBM and the TPB principles and tailored to their characteristics and preferences as effective and convincing. Our study is exploratory in nature. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study examined the efficacy of theory-guided and tailored campaign interventions in changing college students' attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS. Findings of our study can help address issues prevalent and persistent in the campaign literature: (1) a lack of theory-guided and tailored campaign interventions \[[@B30-ijerph-17-04421],[@B31-ijerph-17-04421]\], (2) a lack of campaign studies that offer detailed information on how the campaign strategies and messages were designed and developed \[[@B84-ijerph-17-04421],[@B86-ijerph-17-04421],[@B87-ijerph-17-04421],[@B88-ijerph-17-04421],[@B89-ijerph-17-04421],[@B105-ijerph-17-04421]\], and (3) a lack of campaign interventions in the context of NMUPS tailored to emerging adults such as college students \[[@B81-ijerph-17-04421],[@B82-ijerph-17-04421],[@B83-ijerph-17-04421]\].

The results of our study indicate that college students responded positively towards the campaign interventions. This suggests that theory-guided and tailored campaign strategies have great potential in addressing deep-rooted health issues such as engagement in NMUPS among college students. Future research could extend current understanding on effective intervention strategies by applying theory-guided and tailored strategies to guide intervention design and development and by further examining these methods in other health contexts using a larger and more diverse study population. It is important to note that while our finding indicates that the HBM and TPB frameworks are effective intervention strategies, we adopted these two theoretical frameworks based on suitability considerations. Future intervention studies could consider adopting or adapting theoretical underpinnings that are more reasonable to use in their specific research contexts.

The results also indicated that there was a gender difference in female and male college students' evaluation of campaign interventions. Compared to their male counterparts, female college students were more likely to rate the "Working Out" (Ad No. 1), "Paranoia" (Ad No. 4), "Studying Natural-Library" (Ad No. 5), and the "Studying Natural-Outdoors" (Ad No. 6) ads as more effective and convincing. On the one hand, this finding resonates with current literature, which suggests that male college students are more likely to engage in NMUPS activities than their female counterparts \[[@B91-ijerph-17-04421],[@B106-ijerph-17-04421]\]. On the other hand, by suggesting female and male students are not only different regarding their attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS, they are also different in how they respond to anti-NMUPS campaign interventions, our finding adds new insights into the research field. Overall, these insights can be adopted to guide future intervention studies.

Although the campaign strategies and messages in this study are theory-guided and tailored to college students, we did not adopt a gendered lens in designing and developing the interventions. It is important to acknowledge the fact that although college students' attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS differ based on their gender, both female and male college students are contributors to and are influenced by campus social norms \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B58-ijerph-17-04421],[@B107-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In other words, female college students who do not participate in NMUPS are peers to male students who engage in NMUPS. This suggests that students who are less likely to participate in NMUPS activities have the potential to influence the NMUPS-related attitudes and behavior of students who are more likely to partake in problematic NMUPS activities \[[@B45-ijerph-17-04421],[@B58-ijerph-17-04421],[@B107-ijerph-17-04421]\]. In other words, although male students might perceive anti-NMUPS campaigns as less effective than their female counterparts, their perceptions towards NMUPS might still be influenced by the attitudes and behavior of female college students who viewed the ads more positively \[[@B107-ijerph-17-04421]\].

To capitalize on our findings on gender differences regarding campaign evaluation, future studies could examine intervention strategies that are customized to male (or female) participants' specific needs and preferences to see which intervention components are more effective in persuading this particular population to take positive health actions. As college students both contribute to and are influenced by campus social norms, future research could investigate how to best use positive social norms (e.g., participating in anti-NMUPS movements) to influence negative social norms that deteriorate college students' academic performance and wellbeing. For instance, intervention studies could use campaign messages to accompany a tentative on-campus anti-NMUPS movement: "Using drugs to study will sour your brainpower and sabotage your manpower (or womanpower). Take a stand on making our campus drug-free: man up (or woman up), sign up, and show up!," to investigate whether strategies such as this can further improve health campaigns' abilities to change students' NMUPS-related attitudes and behavior. Overall, while the findings of the current study fill critical voids in the literature, more research is needed to investigate effective campaign strategies that could further improve college students' academic performance, health outcomes, and quality of life.

6. Limitations and Future Studies {#sec6-ijerph-17-04421}
=================================

While this study fills important voids in the literature, it is not without limitations. Overall, it is important to acknowledge that it is an exploratory study of theory-guided communication campaigns to prevent nonmedical use of prescription stimulants. First, though consistent with the participant pool's gender ratio, the majority of our participants were females, which may limit the generalizability of our findings. Second, this study is cross-sectional in nature, which suggests that no causal relationships could be drawn from the findings. To address these limitations, future research could use a larger and more diverse student sample and adopt a longitudinal research design to further enrich the literature. Last but not least, although independent sample *t* tests helped us to address our research questions, we also need to acknowledge that the sample *t* tests did raise the concern about enlarging the possibility of type I errors. In our following study and any future studies, we shall consider ways of reducing type I errors, for instance, we could run regressions with dummy-coded variables when applicable.

7. Conclusions {#sec7-ijerph-17-04421}
==============

This is the first study to explore the efficacy of adopting theory-guided and tailored campaign interventions in changing college students' attitudes and behavior towards NMUPS. The findings of our study suggest that using theoretical frameworks to guide and tailor anti-NMUPS campaign design and development has the potential to induce positive changes in students. While this study fills important gaps in the literature, considering the progress needed to strengthen the research field, more research is needed to further identify effective strategies that could prevent college students' participation in NMUPS as well as other detrimental health practices.
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###### 

Demographic information of the respondents.

  Measure                 Items          Frequency   Percentage (%)
  ----------------------- -------------- ----------- ----------------
  Gender                  Male           108         25
                          Female         328         74
  Age                     18--20         275         65
                          21--23         149         33
                          23 and above   10          2
  Ethnicity               White          268         61
                          Black          13          3
                          Hispanic       71          16
                          Asian          67          15
                          Other          21          5
  School Classification   Freshman       84          19
                          Sophomore      126         29
                          Junior         134         30
                          Senior         94          21
                          Other          3           1
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###### 

Results of *t* tests and descriptive statistics by gender.

  Dependent Variables                                               Type of Ads   Male   Female                       
  ----------------------------------------------------------------- ------------- ------ -------- ------ ------------ ----------
  Perceived Effectiveness (1 = Definitely No; 4 = Definitely Yes)   Ad 1          2.28   0.57     2.42   0.53         −2.21 \*
  Ad 2                                                              2.23          0.66   2.35     0.61   −1.65        
  Ad 3                                                              2.45          0.80   2.49     0.77   −5.56        
  Ad 4                                                              2.21          0.71   2.44     0.71   −2.94 \*\*   
  Ad 5                                                              2.16          0.80   2.41     0.69   −3.07 \*\*   
  Ad 6                                                              2.14          0.81   2.35     0.68   −2.66 \*\*   
  Perceived Realism (1 = Definitely No; 4 = Definitely Yes)         Ad 1          2.83   0.66     2.96   0.54         −2.06 \*
  Ad 2                                                              2.78          0.77   2.87     0.65   −1.20        
  Ad 3                                                              2.65          0.82   2.72     0.79   --0.84       
  Ad 4                                                              2.58          0.79   2.76     0.69   −2.32 \*     
  Ad 5                                                              2.45          0.88   2.70     0.71   −3.04 \*\*   
  Ad 6                                                              2.39          0.84   2.61     0.75   −2.54 \*     
  Negative Emotion (1 = Not at All; 4 = Very much)                  Ad 1          1.31   0.50     1.33   0.49         --0.35
  Ad 2                                                              1.45          0.54   1.45     0.50   0.04         
  Ad 3                                                              1.45          0.61   1.37     0.55   1.33         
  Ad 4                                                              1.34          0.53   1.33     0.54   --0.03       
  Ad 5                                                              1.26          0.50   1.18     0.41   1.55         
  Ad 6                                                              1.20          0.42   1.19     0.39   0.35         
  Positive Emotion (1 = Not at All; 4 = Very much)                  Ad 1          1.36   0.56     1.37   0.67         --0.10
  Ad 2                                                              1.27          0.55   1.19     0.47   1.36         
  Ad 3                                                              1.23          0.50   1.26     0.57   --0.57       
  Ad 4                                                              1.15          0.38   1.14     0.41   0.10         
  Ad 5                                                              1.34          0.64   1.54     0.78   −2.41 \*     
  Ad 6                                                              1.50          0.76   1.40     0.70   1.29         

Ads: advertisements; M: mean; SD: standard deviation; \*: *p* \< 0.05, \*\*: *p* \< 0.01.
